Abstract: Bootstrap approach and Stochastic EM algorithm combination applied for the improvement of the multisource and multi-sensor image fusion process; was presented in this research. Improvement concerned not only image quality and reducing processing execution time as mentioned in our previous Bootstrap EM algorithm (BEM), but also regarding initialization dependence as well as fixed classes' number. Such interesting fusion algorithm for multisource and multisensor image using one stochastic phase, i.e. SEM algorithm, preceded by Bootstrap procedure was successfully implemented and tested for several prototype images. Targeted images were firstly split by an unsupervised Bayesian segmentation approach in order to determine a joint region map for the fused image. The Bootstrap approach was then applied to the targeted multisource image in conjunction with the SEM algorithm, forming hence one Bootstrap SEM algorithm called BSEM. The procedure of such algorithm involved both statistical parameters' estimation from one representative Bootstrap sample of each source or sensor images.
INTRODUCTION
The image fusion is of greater importance during the past few years for various applications especially in remote sensing, medical imaging, microscopic imaging, computer vision, and military applications [1] . The objective of multisource and multi-sensor image fusion is to collect observations from various similar or dissimilar sources and sensors, extract the required information of image (inferences) and combine/fuse these with a view to obtain an enhanced status and an identified of a perceived object. So, it is a well known technique by which a set of input images coming from different sensors would be combined together to form one single composite image [2] [3] [4] . The fused image contains greater data content for the scene than any one of the individual image sources alone. The source images will usually be collected from different types of sensors, for example, visual cameras, infrared cameras (IR), synthetic aperture radar (SAR), High resolution RADARSAT and panchromatic sensor.
The images generated from these sensors have different characteristics, provide different and complementary information. Thus the procedure of image fusion can enable anyone to perceive features that are impossible to perceive them with any individual type of sensor, thus improving human visual perception. Specialists, who analyze images, use multi-detector manners, to fuse several sets of data, in order to extract the best possible information of a target or a region [5] . In recent years, image fusion approaches and their applications have been widely investigated [6] [7] [8] [9] . Some researchers focused their attention on studying probabilistic based image fused algorithm. Sharma [10, 11] proposed a Bayesian fusion method based on estimation theory and assumes all distortions follow a Gaussian density. Yang [12] presented an algorithm based on the assumption that all distortions best fit Gaussian and non-Gaussian. Lui [3] developed the EM algorithm [13, 14] only to estimate fused image in the lowest frequency band. The major problem of these cited methods concerned the "computing time duration", especially for satellite image dotted with a big memory size.
Our previous research [15] concerning Bootstrap EM (BEM) algorithm was one solution for resolving this mentioned problem.
The only disadvantages of this BEM algorithm were the initialization dependence and the fixed classes' number.
This proposed research aimed to give an efficient solution for these above disadvantages met with BEM algorithm. In fact, we tried to combine the Bootstrap approach [16] [17] [18] with the Stochastic EM (SEM) algorithm [19, 20] .
Bootstrap approach is a re-sampling method that improves estimator properties notably in small samples. Objective of stochastic inserted phase in the algorithm, permitted mainly to determine finite mixture components of probability density functions (pdf).
The presented paper organization could be summarized in the following way. Section II describes the Bootstrap sampling method whereas section III discusses the interest of such approach in image analysis. Bootstrap SEM (BSEM) algorithm for image segmentation and fusion would be presented in section IV. A brief presentation of wavelet decomposition fusion is given in section V. The metrics of quality comparison (blind metrics) between the classical EM algorithm and the Bootstrap SEM (BSEM) algorithm are given in section VI. Results of multisource image fusion are shown in section VII followed by a final conclusion.
BOOTSTRAP SAMPLING REVIEW
Efron [21] introduced the Bootstrap approach as an estimating tool of the statistics sample distribution when standard methods cannot be applied. This approach aim mainly to produce one random sample referred to as Bootstrap sample replacing the original data. The Bootstrap sample is then used to estimate for the targeted parameters, and this procedure (extraction of the random sample and computation of the estimation parameters) is repeated many times in order to create an empirical distribution of the statistic. Such a distribution usually represents a good approximation of the true (and unknown) probability distribution underlying that statistic [18] .
Giving for example one sample X = (X 1 ,......, X n ) having a size n, with unknown probability distribution F, one could estimate a parameter of F as the mean, the variance… For doing so, we could generate from X one Bootstrap random sample referred to as ) ,....., , (
The simulation could be made according to the empirical distribution function n F of X that gives the probability 1/n for every element. The precision of the estimator could be determined by a simulation of B Bootstrap samples of the considered sample X [22] .
BOOTSTRAP FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS Principle
We consider the image as a finite population with N observations referred to as X = (X 1 ,......, X N ) with N=N l N c , where N l and N c represent respectively the line number and the columns number of image. Each observation takes its values in a finite set of gray levels G. We suppose that the image is our initial sample in its unknown law distribution. From this initial sample, we could apply Bootstrap approach in order to obtain one randomly and with replacement a rep- g would characterized by a prior apparition probability i p within the image. This probability could be estimated by its proportion in a Bootstrap sample of optimum size that could be determined by a representative criterion.
Representative Criterion
Let's consider 1 N , 2 N ,…, G N , as the initial distribution of pixels around gray levels. After bootstrap approach, this initial gray levels' distribution would be then 1 n , 2 n ,…, G n .
Such gray levels distribution could be illustrated as follow Fig. (1) . Fig. (1) . The process of sampling.
The numbers 1 N , 2 N ,…, G N and 1 n , 2 n ,…, G n verify respectively the following equations:
In our previous work [15] , one hybrid criterion was proposed as a process of sampling where the population was distributed in homogeneous sub-groups or in strata (G) and where the drawing of samples was independent in every stratum.
The sub-sample will be called "representative" if it assures the proportional distribution of individuals, that is to say:
Improving more the expression of n:
After that, we could apply one of the criterions given in [18] to determine the optimal size of a sub-sample.
In this work, we choose the following criterion: An observed sample (x 1 * , x 2 * , ....., x n * ) of n size would be representative of the entire image only if each gray level appears at least one time during n drawing, thus the following expression is deduced:
The expression of n will be in the following form:
BSEM ALGORITHM APPLICATION
Many researchers have applied the Bootstrap approach in pattern classification [16, 18, 23] and in image segmentation [15] . In this section, we present the application of BSEM algorithm firstly for unsupervised image segmentation, and secondly for image fusion process. 
Unsupervised Image Segmentation by BSEM Algorithm
Image segmentation is an important early vision task where pixels with similar features are grouped into homogeneous regions (classes). The basis of any statistical pattern classification system is a known parametric or nonparametric probability density of the feature vector of each class [24] . For images, feature vectors X are the gray levels of the pixels. The unsupervised Bayesian image segmentation [24, 25] consists of the following two important steps: The first one is the mixture identification. It can be achieved either by the expectation-maximization (EM) [26, 27] or by the Stochastic EM (SEM) [19, 20] . The second step consists of the application of the Bayesian rule. Here, we propose to use SEM algorithm and Bootstrap approach in unsupervised Bayesian segmentation.
The BSEM algorithm is proposed to estimate the parameters of mixture from a representative Bootstrap sample of a given image [15] . The mixture density of a random variable
with an observed result x
is defined by the following form:
with: 0 k 1 , and After the mixture identification, the BR is applied in order to classify the pixels according to their gray level x * :
where k( x * ) represents the class label of the pixel x * .
Regarding phase d), we could notice the following steps for parameters' estimation [28] :
The first step is the initialization of a priori probabilities, averages and variances of every class. With the help of the image histogram or the K-Means Clustering method, we initialize those parameters in the following way:
where n k 0 is the total number of observations in the class k.
(ii) E Step
In this step we estimate the a posterior distribution p k m (x i * ) for the pixel x i * that belongs to the class k at the m th iteration by:
where f (x i /ˆ j m ) designates the Gaussian density corresponding to μ j m and ˆ j m .
(iii) S
Step
signed by assigning each point x i * at random to one of the mixture components according to the multinomial distribution with parameter (p j m (x i * ),1 j K ).
(iv) Maximization
The SEM algorithm supposes that every x i * belonging to 
and
The algorithm stops when the condition:
is satisfied, with is a given small number.
Region Analysis
The above unsupervised segmentation using the BSEM algorithm is applied separately to each source image to obtain region maps for each of them. The region maps of different sensor images are generally different, because these images can come from diverse modalities. Input images may contain different objects which may appear with different shapes on input images [29] . Thus we need to construct a joint region map for the fused image by combining region map I to region map II. For the satellite images, (they are very texture) which were come from different sensors; some undesired small regions may be created in the joint region map. These undesired small regions may not contain enough information and result an artifacts in the fused image. To deal with this problem, we use a merging technique to merge those undesired small regions into the neighboring regions (see Fig. 2 ). Fig. (2) . Conception diagram of the joint region map.
Image Formation Model
We assume that the input images are modeled as the true scene corrupted by a Gaussian mixture noise. To determine the parameters of distortion, we apply a new method called BSEM fusion algorithm.
BSEM algorithm requires the image formation model which is determined for each region in the joint region map. This model is defined for each pixel l=1,……, M in a region [3] as:
where i=1,…..,q indexes the sensors; M is region size; z i (l) is the input sensor image region; s(l) is the true scene region which we hope to estimate using the fused method. The parameters i and i will be considered to be the same for each coefficient (l=1,….,M) in the region. i =+1, 1 or 0 is the sensor selectivity factor which indicate that the model acknowledges that a given sensor may be able to "see" this object ( i =+1), may fail to "see" this object ( i =0), or may "see" this object with a polarity reversed representation ( i = 1), i is the sensor bias or the formation distortions of sensors and i (l) is the random distortion. The noise is modeled as a K-term mixture of Gaussian probability functions (pdfs) as:
where k,i (l) and k,i (l) are the distortion parameters. They will be considered the same for each element in the image region.
BSEM Fusion Procedure
BSEM algorithm proposes to estimate the model parameters from representative Bootstrap samples of each region of images (see Fig. 3) . Therefore, instead of considering the region like an observation sample as the fact of the classic EM algorithm, the BSEM replaces the observed region z = (z 1 , z 2 
f)
Assembled the updated regions to obtain the fused image. 
Initialization of Parameters
The initial values of the parameters are needed to start the SEM algorithm. We choose the initial estimations for the sample of true scene region that comes from the weighted average of the Bootstrap samples of input images regions.
where
The parameter w i is the weight for each Bootstrap sample image region. A simple initialization of i is to assume that the region appears in each sensor image [3, 12] . The initialization for the sensor bias i is to come from the average of gray level of each source image-region.
Estimation of the conditional distribution g k,i,l (z i
* (l)) by: 
+ +
where,
Stochastic Step
In this step, we construct a random variable of Bernoulli introducing the random disturbances that are going to make the BSEM fusion algorithm converge quickly toward the good solution.
The variable of Bernoulli is defined by: The parameter i is chosen to have the value from the set {-1,0,1} that maximizes
Update the Bootstrap Sample Region s * (l) of a Scene
6. Update the Distortions Parameters: k,i , k,i 2 and i .
Repeat Steps 2 to 5
Using the new values of parameters: s
2 and i .
WAVELET DECOMPOSITION FUSION
Wavelet transform (WT) is a mathematical tool developed in the field of signal processing. Wavelet decomposition based image fusion involves three steps; forward transform coefficient combination and backward transform. In the forward transform, two or more registered input images are calculated to get their wavelet coefficients. These coefficients respectively represent the approximation, horizontal, vertical and diagonal components of the input images [30] . Then, these wavelet coefficients from the different input images are combined according to certain fusion rules to get fused wavelet coefficients, after that a wavelet transform reconstruction (WTR) is applied to obtain finally a fused image (see Fig. 4 
).
We notice that the images fused by most wavelet-based methods have less quality because the critical down sampling is included in the wavelet transform. It is reasonable that the BSEM and other methods [31] of fusion are better than all other including WT and SEM.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The widespread use of image analysis (segmentation, fusion, etc) methods, in military applications, in medical diagnostics, in remote sensing, etc, has led to a rising demand of applicable quality of evaluation metrics in order to compare the results gotten with different algorithms [32] . Quality evaluation of images processing is often carried out by human visual inspection [33] .
In this work, we applied the objective fusion performance measures (blind metrics) which were introduced by Pielle and Cvejic [27, 32] . Piella and Cvejic used the image quality index Q 0 that was introduced by Wang and Bovik in [34] to define some new objective measures for image fusion which do not require a reference image. Q(a,b,f) Piella [32] denote by Q(a,b,f) the quality index, where a and b are the two input images and f is the fused image.
The Fusion Quality Index
s(a\w) is the some saliency of image a in a window w. The s(a\w) should reflect the local relevance of image a within the window w, and it may depend on (e.g. contrast, sharpness, or entropy). We note by (w) the local weight that indicates the relative importance of image a compared to image b. A typical choice for (w) is: 
where W is the family of all windows.
The Fusion Quality Index Qw(a,b,f)
From Eq. (26), we define the weighted fusion quality index Qw(a,b,f) by: (27) where,
and,
We choose the variance and the entropy to calculate the relevance s(a\w) of an image. The variance denoted by x 2 is an arbitrary measurement being used in order to characterize the dispersion (the measure of the homogeneity) of the pixels values of an image (or a window (w) in our case) that is defined by:
where n is the image size; i x the pixel value; and X the mean of pixels values in a window. The Entropy denoted by (H) of an image is the measurement of information which is present in an image (or in a window) and is defined as following description [35] :
where L is the gray level of the image, p(i) is the ratio of the number of pixels n i with gray level i and the total number n of pixels in the image; p(i)= n i /n.
The Fusion Quality Index Qb(a,b,f)
Cvejic [36] denotes by Qb(a,b,f) a novel fusion performance measure that takes into account the similarity between the input image block and the fused image block within the same spatial position. It is defined as:
Cvejic [36] 
Each analysis window is weighted by the sim(a, b, f w) that is dependent on the similarity in spatial domain between the input image and the fused image [36] . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To assess the performance of the new approach (BSEM) we consider some pairs of real images. These images are represented by 256 gray levels.
The pairs of test images included:
"Teffany" Pair of Images
This pair is a multifocus images of 512 512 pixel resolution.
Input image "teffany1" is the original image "teffany" with added noise and a blurred segment.
Input image "teffany2" is the original image "teffany" with added noise and another blurred segment.
Night Vision Pair of Images
This pair of images shows an example of night vision application. These images are 360 270 pixel resolution. The IR (infrared) Image provides considerable application including showing a person, while the visual image shows the building.
AVIRIS and RADARSAT Pair of Images
The two input images (AVIRIS image, band 183 and High resolution RADARSAT image) are from two different sensors: AVIRIS and RADARSAT. Although they depict the same region, each image contains complementary information. These images are 400 350 pixel resolution. Fig. (5c) shows the fused results of Fig (5a, b) images, using classical EM. Fig. (6c, d) show the segmented images of Fig. (6a, b) respectively. Fig. (6e) shows the joint region map of the segmented images (Fig. 6c, d) . Fig. (6f) is the fused image using the classical EM fusion algorithm. Fig. (7) shows the same description as Fig. (6) .
In order to decrease the great dependence of neighbor pixels of the real images, it is more suitable to select randomly representative samples from the regions of input images instead of considering the total number of pixels. After that, we generate some B re-samples (artificial samples) from these representatives' samples. In Figs. (5, 7) we view also the fused images obtained by using the BSEM fusion algorithm; with a variation of the number of artificial samples B ( the choice of B is arbitrary). This kind of sample selection considerably reduces the fusion time (see: Table 4 ). The sample selection process in BSEM leads to a great improvement in maximum likelihood parameter estimation. From which comes the improvement of the fused image quality (see: Tables 1-3) . The fusion quality indexes: Q, Q w and Q b are based on Q 0 . Q 0 is the image quality index that is used it to quantify the structural distortion between images a and b. In fact, the value Q(a,b) is a measure for the similarity of images a and b; and takes values between -1 and 1. This quality index models image distortions as a combination of three different factors: loss of correlation, luminance distortion and contrast distortion. These three factors are according to the parameters: the mean and the variance (see eq. 30 and 31). The variance is used to measure the dispersion and the homogeneity in an image. These two characteristics don't follow a linear function in a textured image, as the multi-source or the multi-sensor images. Consequently, Q, Q w and Q b are nonlinear functions and that small changes in its values already indicated a large improvement.
In this work, and for better evaluation of our new approach, we also apply the Daubechies wavelet (db2) to fuse prototype images. We use some evaluation performance metrics, we conclude that the BSEM is better than the WT and the EM approaches concerning the enhancement of the fused image.
CONCLUSIONS
A new image fusion method combining the Bootstrap approach with the stochastic EM algorithm was presented in this paper. We tried to exploit performances of Bootstrap sampling model that has been used especially in the parameters' estimation of the image from one representative sample.
Results of different multisource and multi-sensor images were presented in this work show the advantage of Bootstrap approach in both image fusion and even in image segmentation. Obtained results of our work show that using the BSEM approach in image fusion improves performances of estimated parameters which involve amelioration of the fused image quality, and reduces the computing time during the fusion process. Finally we noted that the obtained results of BSEM algorithm are better than SEM and WT approaches.
